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Indirect detection
• “Indirect detection” - search for Standard Model
particles produced from dark matter, or their
secondary effects.

• Allows probing DM stability/lifetime through search
for decay products.

• In “thermal relic” models, indirect searches are the
most direct probe of the origin of dark matter.

• In general, provides complementary sensitivity to
other searches.
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• Generically 2-body annihilation dominates
• Rate scales as the square of the DM density
• 3-body and higher annihilation is possible, but usually subdominant (but see e.g.
literature on SIMPs)

An annihilation
benchmark
• You have already heard about the WIMP miracle more generally called “thermal relic” scenario

• DM is in thermal equilibrium early on, then is depleted
via annihilation (DM does not need to be weak-scale)

• Present-day abundance fixes cross section to be
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• Reminder from earlier: coannihilation, velocity-
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dependent annihilation, etc, can change relationship
between annihilation in early universe and today

A little more detail…
• Freezeout occurs when timescales for expansion and
annihilation are similar: H ⇠ nh vi

• Usually triggered by exponential depletion of DM around T~m
• After freezeout, DM number density n scales as (1+z) ~ T .
• Observation: we know that radiation and DM densities were
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similar at Teq ~1 eV. Radiation density ~ T4.

during radiation domination,
• Assuming freezeout happens
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DM mass dependence
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• DM need not be perfectly stable, although lifetime must be >> age of
universe

• Single-body process; rate of decays scales with 1 power of DM density

Decay benchmarks
• Decay lifetime is not connected to abundance in the

same way as annihilation, but we can do some orderof-magnitude estimates for plausible rates

• Suppose DM annihilates through some higher-

dimension operator + DM mass is ~weak scale (~TeV)
+ high mass scale is ~GUT scale (~1016 GeV):
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Photons and neutrinos
• Travel in straight lines (although may need to
account for redshifting, absorption)

• Thus we can obtain 2D (occasionally 3D)

information on source distribution - very valuable
for separating signal from background

• Strength of signal from a given source determined
by dark matter content - parameterized by “Jfactor”

J-factors (I)
• Take volume element dV at a distance R from the observer, with
DM density ρ.

of annihilations/volume/time (assuming identical DM particles):
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• If spectrum produced per annihilation is dN/dE, then spectrum
produced/volume/time is:
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• Particle spectrum per unit time incident on detector of area A (if
no redshifting/absorption/deflection):
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J-factors (II)
• Integrating over all such volume elements dV, working in

spherical polar coordinates (centered at observer), the total
observed spectrum per unit (detector) area per unit time is:
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•

particle physics
astrophysics
(measurable by gravity)
“J-factor”
For decaying DM, the same argument gives:
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Estimates with J-factors
•

Typical J-factors: dwarf satellite galaxies of Milky Way: 1017-20
GeV2/cm5, Galactic center region (within 1 degree) 1022 GeV2/
cm5

profile
• This assumes a “cuspy” Navarro-Frenk-White
r
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• Example: thermal relic cross section, 100 GeV DM, ~1 photon
produced per annihilation in energy bin of interest

region:
• Rate of photons observed on Earth1from GC
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In this example, need O(1 year) with 100 cm2 detector to see
one photon.

J-factors + redshift
• What if photons come to us over cosmological distances, so redshifting
cannot be ignored?

• Source spectrum needs to be evaluated at E’ = E(1+z).
• Recast integral in terms of redshift z rather than distance.
• Easiest to work in comoving coordinates - must take into account that the
physical volume dV corresponding to a given comoving volume is smaller
at earlier redshift, by a factor (1+z)3.
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• To include absorption etc, insert appropriate redshift- and positiondependent factors inside the integral.
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Extragalactic background radiation

holds redshift information,
probes halos at all scales

Gamma-ray limits
HAWC

few TeV - 100 TeV
100 MeV - 1 TeV
100 GeV - 10s of TeV
also VERITAS, MAGIC
also DAMPE

Continuum limits from
dwarfs
• Fit for localized gamma-ray emission over smooth background at location of
dwarf galaxies, compare observed and predicted dwarf gamma-ray signal in
likelihood analysis.

•

The Fermi Gamma-Ray Space Telescope (~1 m2 telescope, this year is 10-year
anniversary of launch) presented updated limits based on 45 dwarf galaxies and
candidates last year (Albert et al ’17). Strongest robust bounds on sub-TeV DM
annihilating to photon-rich channels.

are publicly available as likelihood functions for fluxes in each energy bin
• Limits
(https://www-glast.stanford.edu/pub_data/) - can set constraints on arbitrary
spectra.

• Examples shown for annihilation into b quarks and tau leptons.
• VERITAS and MAGIC also set constraints on these channels from a similar dwarf
study (HESS bounds exist too, see Abramowski et al ’14, but are slightly weaker)
- but currently difficult to compete with Fermi.

• Combined
analysis of
dwarf
galaxies
with
Fermi and
MAGIC

Ahnen et al ‘16

Albert et al ‘17

Albert et al ‘17

Albert et al ‘17

Albert et al ‘17

Heavy DM decay
• GeV+ decaying DM

constrained by dwarf galaxies,
galaxy clusters, extragalactic
gamma-ray background, Milky
Way halo.

•

Lifetime lower limits ~1027-28
s, for DM masses in the
10-1010 GeV range, for
representative hadronic decay
channels.

Cohen et al ‘16

Light DM and the photon diffuse
background
<<1 GeV: dominant annihilation to electrons/positrons, photons, neutrinos

• Photon spectrum often predicted to be either line-like or have a hard spectrum

•

For channels that
produce copious photons,
strongest limits on decay
come from studying
gamma-rays from the
Milky Way halo.

• Constraints are

competitive for decay and
p-wave annihilation to
electrons (but not s-wave
annihilation).

Essig et al ‘13

Even lighter DM - X-ray limits
⌧ ⇠ 10 s
29

• Sterile neutrinos are a

classic example of DM
that could decay to
produce photons, with a
long lifetime.
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Essig et al ‘13

• X-ray telescopes can

probe this signal - plot on
right shows constraints
from several telescopes.
Perez et al ‘17

Neutrinos from dark matter
few MeV - TeV

100 GeV - 100 TeV

100 GeV - 109 GeV

•

Neutrino experiments can constrain and cross-check DM
annihilation/decay to any SM particle that decays producing
neutrinos.

•

Unique sensitivity if neutrinos are main annihilation/decay product.

Talks by Flis, Tonnis & Rott, ICRC2017

• SuperK and IceCube set stringent

limits on GeV+ DM annihilating to
neutrinos. Even for non-neutrino
channels, can set competitive
limits at high mass scales.

OBSERVATIONS OF
CHARGED
ANNIHILATION/
DECAY PRODUCTS

Indirect searches with
cosmic rays
• Charged particles are affected by Galactic magnetic fields trajectories do not point back toward sources

• Makes signal/background separation more difficult, unless

expected background is very small (true for anti-deuteron
searches)

• Main observable is the energy spectrum of particles measured
in neighborhood of Earth

• Modeling expected signal is significantly more complicated than
for photons/neutrinos

• Propagation uncertainties affect both signal and backgrounds

Diffusive propagation
• Basic picture: our Galaxy is a sea of cosmic rays diffusing

through the Galactic magnetic field, losing energy as they
propagate

• Strategy: solve diffusion equation for cosmic ray propagation
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In practice, use numerical solvers - e.g. GALPROP,
DRAGON - or pregenerated results (e.g. PPPC4DMID)

•

The diffusion equation
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• Simple approach: model Galaxy as cylindrical slab
• Impose free-escape conditions at boundaries of slab
• Assume isotropic+homogeneous diffusion, model diffusion
coefficient as a power-law function of energy

• Can modify any/all of these assumptions, and/or add more terms e.g. for convection, fragmentation, reacceleration

The diffusion equation
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• Simple approach: model Galaxy as cylindrical slab
• Impose free-escape conditions at boundaries of slab
• Assume isotropic+homogeneous diffusion, model diffusion
coefficient as a power-law function of energy

• Can modify any/all of these assumptions, and/or add more terms e.g. for convection, fragmentation, reacceleration

Steady-state solutions
• DM annihilation/decay expected to be a steady source, not

transient - want to look at steady-state spectrum of cosmic rays.

• Set ψ time-independent, assume ψ to have a power-law-like

energy dependence (so ∂/∂E ~ 1/E), write ∇2ψ ~ ψ/R2 where R
is the length-scale of the problem (set by boundary conditions).

• Then the diffusion equation becomes:
Q⇠
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Effects of diffusion/
energy loss
• We expect the diffusion coefficient D(E) to increase modestly with
energy, D(E) ~ D0 (E/E0)δ, δ ~ 0.3-0.7.

• Diffusion-dominated regime (τ
source spectra multiplied by

diff << τloss): steady-state spectra look like
E-δ - expectation for protons/antiprotons.

• Loss-dominated regime - expected to hold for high-energy positrons/
electrons: dominant cooling mechanisms have b(E) ~ E2. Steady-state
spectra look like source spectra x 1/E.

• Sometimes diffusion dominates at some energies and losses at others leads to features in the spectrum.

• Diffusion/losses make spectra softer (or features broader - try a delta-

function injection!) Secondary particles (source = steady-state spectrum
of another species) should have softer spectra than their progenitors.

Cosmic-ray limits

Antiprotons and
positrons
• AMS-02 has presented measurements of a range of cosmic ray species
• for DM searches the most relevant are positrons and antiprotons
(although others help constrain propagation)

AMS-02 Collaboration ‘14

Giesen et al ‘15

Cosmic ray limits
Giesen et al ‘15

• AMS-02 measurements of positrons and antiprotons provide interesting probes of
leptonic and hadronic annihilation channels respectively (and possible excesses).

• However, large uncertainties, associated with cosmic-ray propagation/production.

Cosmic ray limits

Cavasonza et al ‘17

• AMS-02 measurements of positrons and antiprotons provide interesting probes of
leptonic and hadronic annihilation channels respectively (and possible excesses).

• However, large uncertainties, associated with cosmic-ray propagation/production.

Measurements from
DAMPE & CALET
• Recent updates on the

electron+positron
spectrum from DAMPE
and CALET - both
measure a break in the
spectrum at ~1 TeV,
although slope of spectrum
below break differs.

• Also claim of a “line-like
excess” in DAMPE, but
significance is not very
high.

CALET Collaboration ‘18

Voyager (!) limits
• Voyager I has a spectrometer capable of
measuring low-energy cosmic rays

• Now beyond the heliopause - provides unique

measurements of interstellar cosmic rays
(unaffected by our Sun) and sub-GeV CRs
(supppressed by solar wind inside solar system)

• Best limits on ~10 MeV - GeV DM decaying to

electrons/positrons, or annihilating with velocitysuppressed annihilation.

Annihilating Dark Matter

Boudaud et al ‘16

Complementarity
between indirect searches
• Hadronic decays produce neutral

pions which in turn yield photons
→ photon searches are efficient at
constraining most SM final states.

• The exceptions,

electrons(+positrons) and
muons(+anti-muons) are tested by
cosmic-ray experiments.

least constrained channel
• The
overall (not counting neutrinos) is

muons - can have thermal relic
cross section down to masses ~20
GeV.

Leane et al ‘18

VERY INDIRECT DETECTION
- EARLY UNIVERSE BOUNDS

Secondary effects of
annihilation/decay products
• If DM annihilation and/or decay are present today, they have
likely been occurring for the universe’s whole history.

• Even if we cannot measure the products of annihilations at

early times directly, they can affect aspects of the universe’s
history that we can measure.

• Examples: modifications to nucleosynthesis, changes to the

ionization and temperature history (affecting the CMB and
21cm radiation).

• Early-universe limits have the advantage that they do not

depend on modeling Galactic astrophysics, or details of how
the DM is distributed at late times.

Bounds from BBN
• Jedamzik &

Pospelov have a
useful 2010 review
on BBN constraints.

• See also Poulin &
Serpico ’15.

• As well as

annihilation,
constrains small
fraction of DM
decaying with a
short lifetime
(0.01-1012 seconds).

Limits from the cosmic
dark ages

• Between redshifts z~10-1000, the universe was almost completely
neutral - “cosmic dark ages”

• At the beginning of this epoch, the CMB radiation began free-

streaming; any extra ionization acts as a screen for CMB photons

• Consider the power from DM annihilation - how many hydrogen
ionizations?

•
• If 10

1 GeV / 13.6 eV ~ 108
of baryonic matter were converted to energy, would be
sufficient to ionize entire universe. There is ~5x as much DM mass
as baryonic mass.
-8

• If one in a billion DM particles annihilates (or decays), enough
power to ionize half the hydrogen in the universe.

Limits from Planck
• Calculating the impact of DM annihilation on the CMB in detail (TRS ’16),
we can obtain stringent and general constraints on light DM annihilating rules out thermal relic benchmark for masses below ~10 GeV.

• Can likewise apply these bounds to decaying DM, primordial black holes
and other sources of ionizing energy.

Planck ‘15
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Planck ‘15

Future probes
• 21cm measurements - probe the temperature and ionization history
of the end of the cosmic dark ages and epoch of reionization

• Potentially very sensitive, especially for light decaying dark matter
(e.g. Lopez-Honorez et al ‘16, Poulin et al ’17).

• Could also provide new probes of DM-baryon scattering (e.g.

Dvorkin et al ’13, Munoz et al ’15), extra low-energy radiation
(Feng & Holder ’18, Pospelov et al ’18).

• First claimed observation from February (Bowman et al ’18), by
EDGES experiment.

• Spectral distortion of the CMB blackbody - signal predictions are 4-5
orders of magnitude below current limits, but next-gen experiments
could improve limits by several orders of magnitude.

Beyond constraints: hints
of signals?

The 3.5 keV line: signals and
constraints

•

3.5 keV X-ray spectral line: initial discovery in XMM-Newton data claimed by
Bulbul et al ‘14 and Boyarsky et al ‘14, at ~4σ significance.

•

Possible non-DM contributions: atomic lines (from K, Cl, Ar, possibly others),
charge-exchange reactions between heavy nuclei and neutral gas.

•

Simplest dark matter explanation: decay of
~7 keV sterile neutrino (summarized in
figure)

•

In some tension with observations of
dwarfs (Malyshev et al ’14), stacked
galaxies (Anderson et al ’14), and M31
observed by Chandra (Horiuchi et al ’14).

•

Other DM-related explanations:
annihilation, de-excitation, decay to axionlike particles which convert to photons in
magnetic fields.
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Testing the 3.5 keV line
•

There are already stringent constraints on DM decay to
X-ray photons from X-ray telescopes, most recently
NuSTAR.

•

Difficult to separate DM-associated line signal from
possible astrophysical backgrounds.

•
•
•
•

Short exposure (5 minutes per flight)
No pointing information

Ar XVII

25

Ar XVII

One possible instrument: Micro-X
sounding rocket, DM search flight
scheduled for 2019.

Cl XVII
K XVIII
Cl XVII

•

Perezdistribution
et al ‘17
One strategy: seek energy resolution sufficient to probe velocity
of
DM in Galactic halo, via Doppler shift causing line broadening (Speckhard et al ’16,
Powell et al ’17).

Events / 2.5 eV

•

20
15

Boyarski et al line
strength calibrated assuming NFW profile

10
5

Large field of view (20 degree radius)
Excellent energy resolution (3 eV)
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Figueroa-Feliciano et al ‘15
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The GeV excess
•

Apparent new gamma-ray component, discovered in
2009 by Goodenough & Hooper using public Fermi
data.

•
•

Spectral energy distribution peaks around 1-3 GeV.

•

If interpreted as DM annihilation, suggests O(10-100)
GeV mass scale, near-thermal cross section. Details
depend on modeling of backgrounds (see e.g. Karwin
et al ’17).

Centered ~on Galactic Center (GC), steeply peaked
power-law-like radial profile, ~spherical.

Daylan, Finkbeiner, Hooper, Linden,
Portillo, Rodd & TRS ‘16

•

Faint hints (<3σ) of possible corresponding signals from two dwarf galaxies (Reticulum
II and Tucana III), but whether these are consistent with GCE + null results depends
strongly on (not well constrained) dwarf J-factors.

•

Several studies find significant evidence for a non-DM origin (Lee, Lisanti, Safdi, TRS &
Xue ’16, Bartels et al ’16, Fermi-LAT Collaboration ’17) - most frequent hypothesis is a
new pulsar population. Possibly testable with radio telescopes (Calore et al ’16).

AMS-02 antiprotons
•

Cui et al ’17 and Cuoco et al ‘17 use AMS-02
antiproton data to set limits on DM annihilation
to hadronic channels.

•

Both papers claim detection of a possible
excess with significance 4.5σ (Cuoco et al) /
Bayes factor 2 ln K = 11-54 (Cui et al). et al
’17).

•

Similar fits for other annihilation channels with
~thermal cross sections, 40-130 GeV mass
(Cuoco et al ’17).

•

Broadly consistent with GCE dark matter
interpretation.

•

Challenges: modeling of antiproton production
cross section, cosmic-ray propagation, solar
modulation.

Cuoco et al ‘17

AMS-02 positrons

•

AMS-02 sees a large excess of positrons above ~10
GeV, compared to expectations for secondary
positrons from proton collisions with the interstellar
medium.

•

Extensively discussed as a possible signature of DM
annihilation or decay, albeit in tension with other
measurements.

•

Recent development: HAWC has detected extended
gamma-ray emission around two nearby pulsars,
Geminga and B0656+14 (Abeysekara et al ’17, 2HWC
catalog).

•

If interpreted as a halo of inverse-Compton-scattered
light, these results constrain e+e- production by these
pulsars.

•

Hooper et al ’17, Profumo et al ‘18 argue these
measurements suggest pulsars provide a dominant
contribution to the AMS-02 positrons. (Note: this does
require inhomogeneous diffusion for e+e-.)

Sam Ting, 8 December 2016, CERN colloquium

Hooper et al ’17 - example model

(an incomplete sample of)
Future directions
•

Modeling signal: better understanding of dark matter distribution substructure, populations and properties of dwarf galaxies, presence/
absence of dark disks, etc.

•

Modeling background: improved methods for modeling the gamma-ray
foregrounds/backgrounds, new probes for pulsars with upcoming radio
telescopes MeerKAT/SKA.

•

Future missions: many, but include CTA for high-energy gamma rays,
AMEGO in the MeV-GeV gamma-ray band, GAPS to probe cosmic-ray
antideuterons, new windows on the early universe with CMB Stage 4 &
21cm experiments.

